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Message from the President 

The greatest little things contribute to the beauty of sustainability 

Under the vision of "sustainable development," many people overlook the fact that it 

is the seemingly negligible little things that have the ability to change every thing. 

When Da Vinci was painting the Mona Lisa, the greatest painting in history, he 

choose the smallest brush he had ever used! 

Cathay Century was established over two decades ago. Over the years, we have 

served the role to lead by example with a people-oriented approach to sustainability. 

We hope to build a consensus among all employees and give full play to the core 

competency of property insurance for "loss prevention and compensation," taking 

the lead in sustainability actions to fulfill our corporate social responsibility. 

As the first property insurance company in Taiwan to comply with the Principles for 

Sustainable Insurance (PSI), Cathay Century encourages employees to start from the 

heart and change the environment from the little things in sustainability practices, 

such as: increasing the utilization of digital management tools and establishing a 

paperless, low carbon marketing process, so as to reduce the impact of the service 

process on the environment. Furthermore, we incorporated our core competency of 

loss control into care for social welfare, and promoted risk management knowledge 

and provided professional testing to elementary schools, colleges, corporate fleets, 

and companies free of charge. 

Following the growing impact of climate changes on the world, Cathay Century will 

integrate its insurance business with environmental protection initiatives, and will 

actively invest in the development of green insurance products, such as: the 

industry's first green vehicle insurance, public bicycle insurance, and insurance for 

the solar power, offshore wind power, and hydropower industries, to support the 

transition to green and renewable energy industries. Furthermore, we also take 

financial Inclusion seriously with issues covering elderly risk management, disaster 

compensation for farmers, and care for the underprivileged. We hope that one day 

Cathay Century will be able to contribute to creating utopia through insurance, so 

that everyone will have coverage through universal insurance. 

We believe that sustainability is not something that happens over night. The smallest 

action beats the greatest plan. In the future, I will lead Cathay Century towards 

sustainability, joining hands with employees, policy holders, and the general public in 

taking action that will bring us towards a better and more sustainable living 

environment, thereby achieve the vision of true happiness that comes from the 

heart. 

President, Cathay Century Insurance 
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Aspect 1: Company Strategy 

Dimension Item 

Establish a 

company strategy 

at the Board and 

executive 

management 

levels to identify, 

assess, manage 

and monitor ESG 

issues in business 

operations 

A. Cathay Century Insurance integrates ESG issues into the decision-making

of daily company operations, including the development and design of

insurance products, underwriting, claims, investment, risk management,

work environment, and community engagement.

B. The Treating Customers Fairly Executives Meeting is convened once

every six months and presided over by the President. Implementation of

policies and improvement plans for customer complaints are discussed

during the meeting.

C. Cathay Century's CS Team is subordinate to Cathay FHC CS Committee

and supervised by independent directors.

D. Cathay Century's CS Team meets on a quarterly basis to discuss ESG

issues with senior executives, and also discloses important work

progress and outcomes of working groups.

E. Starting in August 2018, we had an independent director with an

expertise in insurance, accounting, or finance serve as the chairperson of

the Risk Management Committee to enhance the Company's overall risk

management.

Dialogue with 

company owners 

on the relevance 

of ESG issues to 

company strategy 

Independent directors are invited to attend meetings of Cathay FHC CS 

Committee each quarter to offer advice.  

Principle 1：We will embed in our decision-making environmental, social and 
governance issues relevan t to our insurance business. 
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Dimension Item 

Integrate ESG issues 
into recruitment, 
training and 
employee 
engagement 
programmes 

A. Cathay FHC established a Code of Conduct for Employee, and from the

first day an employee joins the Cathay Century, he or she shall

understand, commit to, and promise to comply with regulations of the

group. This ensures that employees comply with work ethics and

reasonably and lawfully carries out the Company's operations.

B. Cathay Century established a training system based on the concept of a

"corporate university," and continued to optimize the e-learning platform

- Cathay Tube, which provides a progressive, fragmented, easy to engage,

and unconstrained e-learning environment.

C. The e-learning platform was used to promote anti-money laundering,

information security, compliance, risk management, and treating

customers fairly courses for overall compliance performance. The

completion of all compliance courses reached 100% with 9,935 people

completing 14,000 hours of training in 2018.

Course Name Course Audience 

Number of 

Trainees that 

Completed Training 

Hours of training 

completed 

Anti-money 

Laundering 
All employees 2,093 2,093 

Information 

Security 
All employees 2,089 2,089 

Compliance All office staff 1,685 1,685 

Risk Management All employees 2,037 2,037 

Treating customers 

fairly 
All employees 2,031 6,096 

Total 9,935 14,000 

D. Employees are encouraged to obtain the Certified Anti-Money

Laundering Specialist (CAMS) certification, and 4 supervisors have

obtained the certification.

E. We use results of the Employee Satisfaction Survey as a basis for

planning employee care activities and various policies. The survey

comprises seven aspects, specifically overall satisfaction, corporate

sustainability, organizational commitment, job involvement, leadership

and management, work environment, and compensation and benefits, in

hopes of better meeting employees’ needs.
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Aspect 2: Risk Management and Underwriting 

Dimension Item 

Establish 

processes to 

identify and 

assess ESG 

issues inherent 

in the portfolio 

and be aware of 

potential 

ESG-related 

consequences 

of the 

company’s 

transactions 

A. To promote environmental and ecological protection and sustainable

economic and social development, Cathay Century Insurance integrated

risk identification and assessment for ESG (Environmental, Social, and

Governance) issues into the underwriting process:

1. Moral issues: Underwriting personnel must evaluate if there are any

moral hazards or improper competitive practices.

2. Environmental issues: We support the government's policy to promote

the green energy industry by taking on good renewable energy

business.

3. Construction method issues: We offer opinions based on our loss

prevention and underwriting experience to help construction

companies determine if a construction method is suitable, if the

construction environment is safe, and also assess the risks associated

with construction facilities, target objects, or related personnel in the

construction process.

4. Risk planning issues: Emphasis is placed on whether or not the insured

person's assets and liabilities are given reasonable consideration and

guarantee.

5. Customer protection issues: Underwriting personnel must look into the

policyholder's insurance requirements and fit based on the following

principles when taking a case.

(1) Determine if the policy holder has insurable interests in the insured

object.

(2) Determine if the construction contract has insurance-related

provisions to understand insurance requirements.

B. For sensitive industries, such as: power plants and the fossil fuel industry,

Cathay Century Insurance established the ESG Risk Assessment Guidelines

and ESG Risk Assessment Procedures to determine the ESG risk of a case.

This allows us to avoid high risk cases and fulfill our corporate social

responsibility (CSR).
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Dimension Item 

Integrate ESG 

issues into risk 

management, 

underwriting 

and capital  

adequacy 

decision ‑

making  

processes, 

including 

research, 

models, 

analytics, tools 

and metrics 

A. Regulatory compliance, auditing, and risk management meetings are

periodically convened, an internal platform was established for educational

propaganda on penalties imposed on peers in the industry, and a monthly

Compliance Newsletter is issued to reduce the company's regulatory risk.

B. Complete the whistleblower (internal employees) and corporate

governance personnel (secretary of the Board of Directors) systems in

coordination with Cathay FHC to protect investors rights and interests.

C. Continue to optimize the company's internal risk map to ensure that

emerging risks are identified and monitored.

D. A natural disaster model is used to assess risk retention and estimate

potential loss from natural disasters, such as earthquake, typhoon, and

flood, on a quarterly basis. A risk assessment report is then compiled for

proper management of natural disaster risk.

E. To strengthen information security and personal information management,

we implemented an information security management system that

achieved the ISO27001: 2013 certification and BSI10012:2017 certification,

and established an information security protection network and personal

information protection mechanisms. A variety of information security tests

are carried out each year to improve and strengthen the security of

information systems, and employees' awareness of information security is

raised through regular information security education and training and

emergency response drills, which lower the risk of hacking and sensitive

customer information leakage.

F. Cathay Century Insurance not only monitors its capital as required by the

law, but also completed its Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA)

report in 2015 to better assess its solvency. Risk appetite is periodically

assessed to verify the coverage of the special reserve under the company's

equity and liabilities.

G. In response to IFRS 17 that will take effect in the near future, KPMG

provides consulting and education and training for its implementation. We

established the Cathay Century IFRS 17 Implementation Team to

implement and handle related affairs.
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Aspect 3: Product and service development 

Dimension Item 

Develop 

products and 

services which 

reduce risk, 

have a positive 

impact on ESG 

issues and 

encourage 

better risk 

management 

Cathay Century Insurance fully utilizes the core competencies of insurance, 

specifically loss prevention, reduction, and sharing, in the implementation of 

various loss control projects, and incorporates ESG issues into product 

development, underwriting, and services processes. Therefore, ESG related 

products and services can be described from four aspects, namely green 

insurance, inclusive finance, loss control, and low-carbon marketing, in hopes of 

contributing to society and the environment: 

A. Green Insurance

Cathay Century faces climate change issues by actively developing green

insurance, and led the industry by developing exclusive products for public

bicycles – Cathay Century Public Bicycle Accident Insurance and Cathay

Century Public Bicycle Liability Insurance, supporting the transition to green

transportation through action by providing bicycle riders with complete

coverage. We increase banks' willingness to provide loans by offering

commercial fire insurance and construction insurance to renewable energy

industries (Premium income in 2018 was approximately NT$189 million),

driving the industry's development to create a positive cycle of energy

transformation towards sustainability.

B. Inclusive Finance

We promote inclusive finance in coordination with the United Nations to

create a financial system that effectively and comprehensively provides

services to all levels and groups of society. We use our core competencies in

insurance to provide the following coverage:

1. Economically Disadvantaged

Besides providing micro insurance for the underprivileged to gain basic

coverage, we also subsidized the micro insurance premiums of 15

organizations for the underprivileged in 2018 to increase financial

Inclusion.
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Dimension Item 

Develop 

products and 

services which 

reduce risk, 

have a positive 

impact on ESG 

issues and 

encourage 

better risk 

management 

2. Farmers

Cathay Century offered two mango crop insurance policies in

coordination with the government's agriculture policy to lower the

operating risk of farmers. Six townships were selected in Pingtung County

in 2018, namely Fangliao Township, Shizi Township, Fangshan Township,

Chunri Township, Laiyi Township, and Xinbi Township, to offer Mango

Crop Insurance (regional harvest-linked) on a trial basis.

3. Elderly

Cathay Century designed the Shi Ji Chang Ching (Century Elderly) Personal

Injury Insurance to reinforce the social security net for elderly people,

providing subsidies for medical devices such as artificial hip joints, knee

joints and crystalline lens, which are commonly needed by the elderly

people at ages 65 and above (inclusive).

C. Loss Control

Cathay Century began organizing "loss control seminars" in 2005, which

focus on the effects of specific risks on business continuity and disaster

prevention. Cathay Century began planning many issues related to extreme

weather and complex disasters in response to global climate change in

recent years, and also planned loss control seminars for various industries

based on the industry's characteristics. As of the end of 2018, a total of 37

seminars were held, 2,141 corporate customers participated in the seminars,

which reached 3,889 people.

D. Low-carbon Marketing

Cathay Century is promoting paperless services for environmental

protection, energy conservation, and to improve service quality and

operational efficiency:

1. Cathay Century provides the marketing management apps Smart Go

(car insurance) and Easy Go (personal injury insurance) for salespeople,

so that they will no longer need to fill out complex paperwork for

insurance enrollment.
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Dimension Item 

Develop 

products and 

services which 

reduce risk, 

have a positive 

impact on ESG 

issues and 

encourage 

better risk 

management 

2. Cathay Century upgraded its e-commerce platform services in 2018.

Besides adding AI recommendation services, insurance helper, and

other functions, the user interface was optimized for customers to more

easily and smoothly complete online insurance enrollment. In 2018, the

number of online insurance applications reached 166,000, representing

a 75% growth.

3. In 2018, Cathay Century completed a car insurance function on the

digital self-service platform, which allows policy holders to renew or file

claims for car insurance by themselves online (needs to become a

member). As of the end of 2018, the platform has had a total of

220,000 visitors.

4. In 2018, a total of 220,000 electronic insurance policies were issued for

car insurance, injury insurance, travel insurance, liability insurance, and

marine insurance, saving about 3.79 million sheets of paper, up 71%

compared with last year (2017).
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Dimension Item 

Develop or 

support 

literacy 

programmes 

on risk, 

insurance and 

ESG issues 

A. Cathay Century established the "comprehensive identification of risks for all
ages" strategy based on the loss control vision of "injury-free people and
accident-free happiness," exercising our core competency of loss control for
social care. We have promoted knowledge of risk management and provided
professional testing free of charge, hoping to raise citizens' risk awareness
through education and promotion. Our goal is to lower the frequency and
scale of accidents, and continually develop and expand the long-term effects
of loss control:

1. Student Safety Protection – Accident-free Schools Initiative
Starting in 2012, Cathay Century utilized its experience in loss control
and claims statistics to expand from campus risk identification to
elementary school student safety education and promotion, striving to
create safe accident-free campuses. We planned safety testing and
promotional events for schools, teachers, and students under two major
topics, "unsafe equipment" and "unsafe behavior", to comprehensively
protect campus safety. As of 2018, we organized a total of 93 activities
and reached 16,891 students.

2. Revolutionizing Scooter Safety Education –Accident-free Rider

Year of 

project 
2015 2016 2017 2018 

Project 
name 

Accident-free Riders 
Project 

Accident-Free Riders 2.0 Project 

Content 

The project combines 
specialized loss prevention 
technology of car 
insurance with resources 
of industry and academia, 
and develops new courses 
on people, vehicles, and 

roads with respect to 
transportation. The 
courses use innovative 
methods to teach 
students knowledge and 
skills to ride scooters 
safely, and thereby 
protects the traffic safety 
of the youth. 

A campus 
risk map 
showing 
traffic 
accident 
hot spots 
on campus 

and an 
advanced 
hazard 
perception 
test, which 
combines 
digital, 
technology 
and 
games, 
were 

added to 
project 
contents. 

Began 
formally 
promoting 
the 
Behavior 
Diagnosis 
Test with 

Virtual 
Reality 
System 

Launched 
an app 
version of 
the 
Behavior 
Diagnosis 
Test with 

Virtual 
Reality 
System 
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Dimension Item 

Develop or 

support 

literacy 

programmes 

on risk, 

insurance and 

ESG issues 

As of the end of 2018, a total of 67 Accident-Free Rider events were 

held, and reached 8,261 people, which has grown at an average of 31% 

each year. Furthermore, after launching the VR hazard perception test in 

2017, the number of colleges that inquired about the test gradually 

increased, showing the project's influence and benefits has been 

recognized. 

B. Promotion of Regular Exercise for All – Cathay Triathlon Team

Cathay Century is promoting the triathlon and cultivating national athletes,

combining charity with employee activities to create a win-win situation for

athletes, employees, and the public. In 2018, a total of 29 triathlons were

held, 12 employee activities were held, and 2 public welfare activities were

held.
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Aspect 4: Claims Management 

Dimension Item 

Respond to 

clients quickly, 

fairly, 

sensitively and 

transparently 

at all times and 

make sure 

claims 

processes are 

clearly 

explained and 

understood 

A. A claims area was established on the official website of Cathay Century

Insurance to provide customers with a series of claims services, as well as

descriptions of required documents before filing a claim. Customers can

use the area to file claims for accidents and check the progress of their

claims online.

B. Cathay Century provides 24-hour on-site service for accidents and road

rescue services:

1. Policy holders call the 0800 toll-free hotline to notify the customer

service center of an accident, and then the customer service center

will dispatch personnel to the scene of the accident to help send

injured persons to the hospital, remove traffic barriers, draw the

accident scene, photograph damaged objects, and verify the degree

and scope of damages to protect the rights and interests of policy

holders. This has significantly increased the efficiency of claims. From

2016 to the end of 2018, on-site services for accidents were provided

5,257 times.

2. Cathay Century provides policy holders of type A, B, and C automobile

physical damage insurance with 100 km towing service free of charge.

The the group's resources are integrated, the towing distance can be

increased to 150 km. Service are not limited to urban areas and are

even available in remote mountain areas, such as Hehuan Mountain

and Qalang Smangus. From 2006 to the end of 2018, the cumulative

mileage of towing reached 5.15 million km, which is the distance of

traveling 4,522 circles around Taiwan.

C. Cathay Century has started with service and fully utilized technologies in

the past two years, and gave sales channels and customers a good

experience:

1. Cathay Century Insurance implemented mobile claims operations to

make claims more convenient for policyholders. Service personnel can

use the Mobile Claims App 2.0 to help policyholders file a claim;

utilization reached 75% in 2018. Claims personnel can use the Claims

Operation App to manage claims cases, improving the efficiency of

auto insurance claims; utilization has reached 100%.
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Dimension Item 

Respond to 

clients quickly, 

fairly, 

sensitively and 

transparently 

at all times and 

make sure 

claims 

processes are 

clearly 

explained and 

understood 

2. Cathay Century cooperated with China Airline and Eva Airways in

providing rapid flight delay claims services for travel insurance.

Passengers of specific airlines will not need to provide documentary

proof or file claims when their flight is delayed for a specific period of

time, and the insurance payout will automatically be transferred into

their account. This simplifies the application documents that are

needed, and also saves passengers precious time traveling around for

claims. Once the required information for claims is returned, the entire

process to payout can be shortened to 1-2 work days.

3. Car drivers or scooter riders that have a smartphone can add Cathay

Century's official account on LINE and give notice of claims for an

accident online. Using LINE BC (Business Connect), policy holders only

need to upload a photo of their vehicle license, driver's license, and

the accident report form, and claims personnel will handle the rest.

Policy holders will receive progress notices on LINE, and can inquire

about the progress of their case at any time through LINE. As of the

end of 2018, claims progress notices were used 157,840 times.

D. We established HPS survey project in 2018 to further upgrade company

services. The satisfaction survey on claims, telephone customer services,

service counters, and digital services was gradually adjusted to use NPS as

the indicator in service quality management. We designed a response

mechanism for the opinions provided by customers, in hopes of providing

policy holders with a service experience that exceeds their expectations.

E. Results of the Online Customer Satisfaction Survey show that overall

satisfaction of claims reaches 90% and above in 2018. Results from Focus

Survey Research show that overall satisfaction of claims reached 92%.
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Dimension Item 

Integrate ESG 

issues into 

repairs, 

replacements 

and other 

claims services 

Cathay Century Insurance incorporated considerations of ESG issues into the 

claims process to make the process smoother and also to manage risk.  

A. Moral issues: When claims personnel of Cathay Century Insurance are

handling claims cases, they will report any moral hazard or suspected fraud

to their supervisors.

B. Major environmental and social incidents: Cathay Century Insurance

established a major/news incident reporting system for major

environmental and social incidents. After the claims department is notified

of an incident, it will carry out underwriting and collect information. The

major incident reporting platform is used for supervisors at each level to

gain information of the incident within 24 hours, so that they can

immediately adopt response measures and provide the best services.
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Aspect 5: Sales and Marketing 

Dimension Item 

Educate sales 

and marketing 

staff on ESG 

issues relevant 

to products and 

services and 

integrate key 

messages 

responsibly into 

strategies and 

campaigns 

A. Underwriting and claims personnel completed 9,420 hour of education

and training as required by law in 2018, ensuring their specialized

knowledge and skills and awareness of regulatory compliance.

B. In response to the trend of digitalization and the Company's

environmental protection policy, we encourage customers to choose

electronic insurance polices. The Company established regulations on

incentives (500 Easy Go) for customers who purchase travel insurance and

choose an electronic insurance policy to be eligible for the lucky draw. We

hope this measure will increase the utilization of electronic insurance

policies.

C. Cathay Century provides salespeople of Cathay Life with teaching plans

and activity descriptions related to loss control activities of the

Accident-free Schools Initiative, so that Cathay Life can develop additional

services for student insurance.

Make sure 

product and 

service 

coverage, 

benefits and 

costs are 

relevant and 

clearly 

explained and 

understood 

Cathay Century Insurance is in full compliance with laws and regulations on 

insurance product design, review, and sales preparation. Information of 

insurance products is disclosed on the Insurance Market Observation Post 

System, the product inquiry area on the website of Taiwan Insurance Institute, 

the official website of Cathay Century Insurance, and the online platform for 

consumers to access. 
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Aspect 6: Investment Management 

Dimension Item 

Integrate ESG 

issues into 

investment 

decision-making 

and ownership 

practices 

A. Cathay Century incorporates the PRI into its investing procedures through

system establishment and process adjustment, so as to raise risk

awareness and seize opportunities related to ESG. In the "Investment

Management Procedures" and "Investment Policy," we state that we follow

the PRI when making investments. We have integrated ESG factors into the

investment decision-making process by refining investment procedures

and utilizing information systems and external research resources.

B. Cathay Century Insurance continues to provide ESG education and training

for better understanding of international trends, principles, and practices

of responsible investment. In 2018, a total of 106 participants received 140

hours of training.

C. Cathay Century visits companies or attends shareholders' meetings to

appropriately communicate and interact with the management of

companies it invests in, and thereby implement the Taiwan Stewardship

Principles for Institutional Investors. In 2018, Cathay Century made a total

of 104 visits to 101 companies; attended 42 shareholders' meetings and

voted on a total of 187 proposals.

D. Cathay Century Insurance supports the development of the renewable

energy industry by increasing investments in low carbon green industries,

supporting development of a low carbon sustainable homeland. The

investment watch list is examined and updated each quarter based on the

Group's definition and standard for low carbon investment (as of the end

of 2018, Cathay Century Insurance held shares of companies in low carbon

and green energy industries worth about NT$154 million), in hopes of

driving environmental and economic growth.
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Aspect 7: Clients and Suppliers 

Dimension Item 

Dialogue with 

clients and 

suppliers on 

the benefits of 

managing ESG 

issues and the 

company’s 

expectations 

and 

requirements 

on ESG issues 

A. Cathay Century Insurance is actively implementing control procedures for

socially responsible investments (SRI) through mandated investment

institutions. The mandated institution reports its actual approach and

procedures on a quarterly basis to ensure the implementation of

responsible investments.

B. Cathay Century co-organizes supplier conferences with Cathay FHC in

hopes of driving suppliers to implement CS through sustainable

procurement channels, and jointly contribute to sustainable development:

In the first half of 2018, we invited nearly 100 suppliers to an awards

ceremony for excellent performance and CS sharing. In the second half we

invited over 200 suppliers to attend the Cathay FHC Sustainable Supplier

Conference. Activities included a commendation ceremony that handed

out eco-friendly meal boxes and rice, and also BSI, Taiwan Green

Productivity Foundation, and Ally Logistic Property sharing CS related

topics.

C. Cathay Century Insurance expressed its green procurement requirements

to suppliers, and showed the influence of a green supply chain through the

partnerships that were built; Cathay Century Insurance's green

procurement amount exceeded NT$23 million in 2018.

Provide clients 

and suppliers 

with 

information 

and tools that 

may help them 

manage ESG 

issues 

A. Cathay Century Insurance began offering usage-based insurance (UBI) in

2018 to encourage car drivers to develop good driving habits. Premiums are

calculated based on the time period of driving, so that car owners will have

the incentive to avoid rush hour, creating a win-win situation for

sustainability.

Principle 2: We will work together with our clients and business partners to 
raise awareness of  environmental, social and governance 
issues, manage risk and develop solutions. 
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Dimension Item 

Provide clients 

and suppliers 

with 

information 

and tools that 

may help them 

manage ESG 

issues 

B. Cathay Century follows developments in the trend of aging society, and

found a gap in care that urgently needs to be filled. In 2018, we began

offering Long-term Care Institution General Liability Insurance to transfer

the liability risk of long-term care institutions. We hope to attract even

more insurance companies to provide coverage for the long-term care

industrial chain, so that long-term care institutions will have more insurance

options.

C. Cathay Century reaches corporate customers through a variety of

promotion channels, and implemented a customized corporate fleet traffic

safety lecture and loss control service project, helping to prevent traffic

accidents from occurring.

D. Cathay Century established the Zero-Accident Academy website to extend

the reach of car insurance loss control services. The website allows

customers to test different risk systems, provides education through

interactive and diverse ways, and effectively assesses the ability of drivers to

recognize hazards while driving. In addition to the interactive website, we

also provide static materials to propagate safety knowledge, such as: the

latest driver research reports and news on laws taking effect, so that

employees of corporate customers and the general public will understand

their own hazard perception and behavior before going on the road. Click

through rate increased 1.8 times in 2018 compared with last year (2017).
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Dimension Item 

Integrate ESG 

issues into 

tender and 

selection 

processes for 

suppliers 

A. Procurements of Cathay Century Insurance comply with the Regulationsfor

Procurement Management. CSR is listed as a basic condition for procurement

contracts, and ESG issues will also be incorporated into provisions as well. We

will continue to support the development of green products through our

purchasing power, and jointly create a sustainable supply chain.

B. Cathay Century Insurance established the Supplier CSR Guidelines in hopes

that all suppliers of Cathay Century Insurance, as well as all members of the

supply chain directly or indirectly related to suppliers, will jointly fulfill their

CSR according to local laws and regulations, industry characteristics,

geographic environment, operating conditions, organizational scale, and

employee structure.

Encourage 

clients and 

suppliers to 

disclose ESG 

issues and to 

use relevant 

disclosure or 

reporting 

framework 

Cathay Century Insurance began complying with the United Nations' Principles 

for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) in 2017, becoming the first property insurance 

company in Taiwan to comply with the PSI. Compliance results of 2018 will 

continue to be disclosed in 2019, and customers and suppliers can download 

the PSI Compliance Report from the website of Cathay Century Insurance to use 

as reference for compliance. 
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Aspect 8: Insurers,Reinsurers and Intermediaries 

Dimension Item 

Promote the 

adoption of the 

Principles 

A. Cathay Century Insurance diversifies its risk through reinsurance to ensure

the company's stable operation. When dealing with reinsurers, we not

only consider the price, underwriting and claims services, but also their

commitment to CS and measures. Of the insurance and reinsurance

companies we are currently working with, 21 companies are signatories to

the PSI.

B. Cathay Century shared its experience from complying with the PSI, as well

as its CS ideals and actions with attendees (including the FSC and

insurance supervisory agencies, related institutes, and medium and high

level management of property insurance companies from six Asian

countries) of the Conference on 2018 Insight into Asian Insurance

organized by Taiwan Insurance Institute.

Support the 

inclusion of 

ESG issues in 

professional 

education and 

ethical 

standards in 

the insurance 

industry 

Cathay Century Insurance ensures the promotion of ESG issues by insurance 

brokers and agents through propaganda and services. 

A. Insurance brokers and agents are encouraged to use EDM and reduce the

use of printed materials for environmental protection.

B. Corporate customer risk lectures, loss control seminars, auto insurance

loss prevention training and services are provided to insurance brokers and

agents.
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Aspect 9: Governments, Regulators and Other policymakers 

Dimension Item 

Support 

prudential 

policy, 

regulatory and 

legal 

frameworks 

that enable risk 

reduction, 

innovation and 

better 

management of 

ESG issues 

A. Cathay Century actively provides companies with its experience in
industry and investment practices, assisted the government in establishing
the responsible investment framework, became the first property
insurance company to sign the Taiwan Stewardship Principles for
Institutional Investors, and also disclosed its Statement of Compliance
with the Taiwan Stewardship Principles for Institutional Investors.

B. Cathay Century established its compliance risk management and
supervision framework in accordance with Article 32-1 of the
Implementation Rules of Internal Audit and Internal Control System of
Financial Holding Companies and Banking Industries.

C. The head of Cathay Century's compliance department hosted the joint
meeting of the Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China and
Non-Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China to enhance
corporate governance in the insurance industry. During the meeting,
articles of the Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles for the
Insurance Industry were revised and Article 22-1 was added, establishing
corporate governance supervisors and personnel, and adding the
restriction that independent directors may not hold three consecutive
terms at the same company.

D. In response to government promotion of FinTech innovation and
development, Cathay Century Insurance is actively applying for patents. In
2017, we received 8 patents from the Intellectual Property Office, in
which Smart Go and VR Hazard Perception received a utility model patent
and invention patent, which is harder to obtain:

Patent name Type of patent Year approved 

Smart Go 
Utility Model Patents and 

Invention Patents 

2017 (Utility Model 
Patents) 

2018 (Invention 
Patents) 

Insurance service system Utility Model Patents 2018 

Travel insurance claims system Utility Model Patents 2018 

Claims device and system Utility Model Patents 2017 

Cargo insurance teaching cards and 
aids 

Utility Model Patents 2018 

Method and system for assessing 
driving risk (VR hazard perception) 

Utility Model Patents and 
Invention Patents 

2017 (Utility Model 
Patents) 

2018 (Invention 
Patents) 

Principle 3: We will work together with governments, regulators and other 
key stakeholders to promote wides pr ead action across society 
on environmental, social and governance issues. 
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Dimension Item 

Dialogue with 

governments 

and regulators 

to develop 

integrated risk 

management 

approaches and 

risk transfer 

solutions 

A. In order for Mango Crop Insurance (Regional Harvest-linked) to better

meet the needs of local farmers, Cathay Century worked together with

the Bureau of Agricultural Finance, Pingtung County Government, and

local farmers' associations in 2018, and invited farmer representatives to

attend forums to hear what farmers have to say.

B. Cathay Century jointly formulated measures with the Ministry of Health and

Welfare and long-term care institutions in coordination with Long-term

Care Plan 2.0, and offered Long-term Care Institution General Liability 

Insurance to meet market demand, lifting the pressure of liability risk on 

institutions, so that more people will enter the long-term care industry 

and lay out the blueprint for the future long-term care system. 

C. Cathay Century Insurance contributes to the continual improvement of the

warning mechanism and legal framework for solvency of Taiwan's

insurance industry, and regularly attends industry-government meetings 

to assist with the review and improvement of the risk based capital (RBC) 

system. 
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Aspect 10: Other Key Stakeholders 

Dimension Item 

Dialogue with 

intergovernmental 

and 

non-governmental 

organisations to 

support 

sustainable 

development by 

providing risk 

management and 

risk transfer 

expertise 

The Ministry of Health and Welfare implemented the Long-term Care Plan 

2.0, and subsequently made a series of regulatory changes and introduced 

measures for the long-term care system. Cathay Life requested assistance 

from the Non-Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China and invited 

the Ministry of Health and Welfare and long-term care institutions to discuss 

the enrollment method and coverage of caretakers at long-term care 

institutions, so that the terms and conditions of insurance policies will meet 

actual needs. 

Dialogue with 

business and 

industry 

associations to 

better understand 

and manage ESG 

issues across 

industries and 

geographies 

A. In 2018, Cathay Century cooperated with Eva Airways to introduce rapid

flight delay claims services, which does not require application or

documents to be sent back. Policy holders who purchase travel

insurance on Cathay Century's official website, take an international

flight of Eva Air/Uni Air, and agree to use rapid claims services will be

eligible for our innovative claims services, which allows them to receive

insurance payout without sending their boarding pass. This brings flight

delay claims to a whole new level by providing insurance payout

without application or sending back any documents.

B. We plan to utilize our expertise in loss control to develop a bicycle

related traffic safety education, promotion, and testing system based on

risk factors identified by our corporate customer – YouBike Co., Ltd.

C. Starting in 2018, Cathay Century attended the joint meeting of the

general committee and information committee of the Non-Life

Insurance Association of the Republic of China, and discussed replacing

paper insurance policies with a QR code or URL as part of efforts to

implement green finance services in the property insurance industry.

The proposal was approved by the Insurance Bureau, FSC on March

29,2019 for future reference and implementation.
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Dimension Item 

Dialogue with 

academia and 

the scientific 

community to 

foster research 

and educational 

programmes on 

ESG issues in 

the context of 

the insurance 

business 

A. To let teachers and students better understand and prevent the types of

traffic accidents that frequently occur on campus, Cathay Century

combined its expertise in loss control with the academic experience and

recommendations of professors at National Chiao Tung University,

summarized traffic accident data of the National Police Agency and traffic

accidents that were documented in the school's history, and determined

traffic accident hot spots based on statistical analysis. We then conducted

an on-site investigation with experts and scholars, and presented the

campus risk map in two forms, specifically a campus risk map poster and a

campus traffic accident hot spot improvement recommendations report.

These show the traffic condition at locations where traffic accident easily

occur, and provide risk analysis and improvement recommendations as

reference to schools, helping lower the risk of students being traffic

accident. We compiled the campus risk map of Asia University in 2018 and

reached 12,000 students.

B. We worked with Kaohsiung Motor Vehicles Office in 2018 and organized a

Traffic Safety Lecture – Accident-Free Rider in Lanyu High School, raising

the hazard awareness of students on offshore islands and instilling them

with the right concepts of road rights and driving behavior.

C. The cultivation of financial talent is closely related to the development of

the finance industry. Cathay Century Insurance continues to strengthen its

collaboration with universities, serving as a bridge for finance and

insurance talent cultivation, such as: organizing summer internships and

employment transition internships, and using the company's enterprise

mentor project to drive the sustainable development of the finance

industry. We accepted 14 interns 2018; corporate mentors organized 4

specialized courses on property insurance, 1 senior student sharing event,

and 1 student final presentation.

Dialogue with 

media to 

promote public 

awareness of 

ESG issues and 

good risk 

management 

A. Cathay Century announces insurance information that is relevant to the

general public or safety concepts that are often overlooked on its

Facebook fan page, such as: road safety, overseas travel notices, and

common insurance knowledge. This way people can easily gain insurance

knowledge and loss control information when they log into Facebook.
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Dimension Item 

Dialogue with 

media to 

promote public 

awareness of 

ESG issues and 

good risk 

management 

B. Cathay Century utilizes the influence of YouTube and produced its CS ideals

into a Cathay Century CSR Film. Furthermore, we combined loss control

knowledge and daily life applications into creative films and

advertisements for safety promotion, which allow customers to better

understand th contents of car insurance loss control services.

C. Cathay Century specially built the Confession Cam Cargo Truck to raise

public awareness of traffic safety. During the event, the truck drove around

the downtown area, shopping districts, and schools in Taipei City and New

Taipei City, using a fun and interesting way to raise awareness of traffic

safety.

D. Cathay Century Insurance issues a PSI Disclosure Report every year on its

compliance with the four principles of the PSI.
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